
OUR BEST IDEA FOR 2016



A few years back we had drivers filling out repair orders or as we call them “CRY 
SHEETS”.  They would be left in a box by the drivers entrance for the shop to pick up 
every morning.



As you can imagine with 30-50 individual pages flying around the office and 
shop on a daily basis.  Mechanics claimed they never received the repair 
orders so the problems never got fixed.
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We also had issues with Drivers arriving at Kurtz Trucking to leave on a trip 
only to find out there truck or trailer was in the shop being worked on.  
Therefore, Drivers were subject to long delays waiting on equipment and 
angry with dispatch.



Our shop and in-house IT staff got together and designed on the “Free” web site 
“Google Docs” our OUT OF SERVICE board along with a new and improved CRY Sheet 
available right on their Qualcom.



The CRY Sheet, we simply added a macro in our Satellite system.  When a driver has a 
problem with his equipment he/she simply adds it to his list and sends it sometime 
through out his trip.  It goes right into maintenance along with the truck location.  
Repairs are scheduled and everyone is happier.



For the Out of Service Board, our shop simply adds in whenever they are working on a 
truck and it updates everyone immediately.  We have this board downloaded on 
everyone’s computer in the office. Allowing a quick check of the drivers truck before 
telling them to come to work and again, happy staff.



Most important is the Out of Service tab, however, we found it very helpful in adding 
other tabs such as “passwords” that contain frequently used website links and 
passwords to access them, along with Driver availability. The Drivers send in their 
weekend availability by Thursday and the system is updated helping dispatch when 
laying out loads and making appointments.



This FREE community board has helped us save thousands on missed repairs, out of 
service issues and solved many of our drivers satisfaction issues.



THANK YOU!!


